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ABSTRACT

Based on literature review and game theory, this paper studies the allocation of land invisible spill-over efficiency among stakeholders in the process of rural homestead circulation. The result shows that farmers are the disadvantageous groups in the rural homestead circulation, whose legal interests could not be guaranteed; ways of compensating farmers are single and social security of farmers is inadequate and the existing rural homestead system constraints the conversion of rural homestead land, The root of conflicts and contradiction among stakeholders includes all the aforementioned factors. Therefore, this paper proposes several suggestions on how to alleviate the contradiction among farmers, rural local government and homestead users. First, property rights of homestead should be defined, tripartite relationship of ownerships should be reconstructed and rural homestead conversion market established and perfected; second, body behaviors of local governments should be standardized to ensure the dominant position of farmers and protect the interests of farmers’ homestead property; third, the leading roles of rural collective organizations should be strengthened and the collective incentive and restrained mechanisms established in homestead conversion. Finally, suitable homestead compensation substitutes should be selected and perfect rural social security systems established.
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INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of urbanization and industrialization, the phenomenon that agricultural land becomes non-agriculturalization is becoming increasingly serious. As part of rural construction land, rural homestead has become an effective means of protecting cultivated land and alleviating the contradiction of supply and demand between urban and rural construction land. At the same time, it has also become the source of extrabudgetary income of local governments. In the current countryside, in the process of rural homestead circulation, the contradiction between the legal system that severely restricts the circulation of rural homestead and the interests appeal of the grass-roots government and the farmers has risen; the reason is the difference between the “land invisible spill-over benefits” (Wang, 2007) and the compensation of farmers after the rural homestead circulation, which will decline the welfare of farmers.

Although many scholars have studied the obstacles of rural homestead circulation (Li et al., 2006), circulation patterns (Qinghuai, 2010; Zhang et al., 2006), circulation system innovations (Zhang and Sang, 2010; Han, 2008; MAO, 2012; Ouyanganjiao et al., 2009) and the distribution of circulation income OUYanganjiao et al., 2009; Chu et al., 2009; Yan, 2011; Wu and Ou, 2012) they studied the circulation from the macro-perspective aspect, where there is less literatures from the micro-perspective of the rural homestead circulation. Based on the Current status of rural homestead circulation, the game theory is used to analyze the changes of the micro-subject interests during the process of rural homestead circulation, and to evaluate the
rationality of the distribution, and to put forward relevant policy recommendations.

CURRENT STATUS AND BENEFIT ALLOCATION OF RURAL HOMESTEAD CIRCULATION OF CHINA

Rural homestead is a unique term in China. It refers to the residential and ancillary land allocated by rural collective economic organizations which meets the needs of the members of the collective economic organization and the needs of the family's sideline production (Ni et al., 2010), which is basic material conditions for the survival and development of farmers. With the acceleration of urbanization and the large-scale population shift from rural to urban, the transfer of farmer's homesteads and their houses involves the property rights of hundreds of millions of farmers, which will affect social stability and the overall development of urban and rural areas. Many meetings of the Communist Party of China have clearly stated that it is necessary to improve the rural homestead system, strictly homestead of management and protection of the property rights of the farmer's homestead. This decision has strong practical guidance for the circulation of rural homesteads.

In the circulation market of rural homestead, there are forms of bargain, lease, expropriation (Zhang et al., 2006) or bargain, exchanged, handsel and inherited at present (Zhu, 2010). The circulation of rural homesteads includes two aspects: one is to supplement arable land and become an indicator for local governments to obtain urban land, while the other is to circulate one member to another involving members of collective organizations (mainly members of collective organization who construct housing) and the circulation of non-collective members (such as small property houses, which is prohibited by law). As the rural homesteads have the function of property and income, the circulation also has "invisible spill-over benefits". Therefore, it is pivotal that farmers' compensation is whether or not reasonable.

The compensation for the circulation of rural homesteads can be divided into land compensation and compensation of objects on the ground. Land compensation includes compensation for the ownership of rural homestead and used rights of rural homestead, while compensation for homestead land compensation refers to the compensation standard for cultivated land and compensation for used rights of rural homestead is currently controversial, while the replacement price method is used for compensation of objects on the ground uses. Due to the low standard of compensation for house plots and non-standard compensation procedures, farmers will lose the right to re-acquire homesteads after the circulation of their homesteads, especially for the circulation of rural homesteads under the government's leadership. The income ratio of government, homestead users and farmers is 5:3:2. It is even less than compensation paid to individual farmers (Han, 2008). Therefore, the property rights of rural homesteads cannot be completely guaranteed in the replacement of their rural homesteads.

ASSUMPTIONS AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE CIRCULATION OF RURAL HOMESTEADS

Several assumptions

The hypothesis of "Rational Economic Man"

The hypothesis of "Rational Economic Man" is the most basic assumption of Western economics. Economists define human behavior as pursuing the maximization of economic benefits, and at the same time to collectively promote public interests. The main bodies of interest involved in the circulation of rural homesteads are government, farmers and users. Homestead, as an asset resource, manifests its asset nature through market allocation. As rational interests, grass-root governments, farmers and users must maximize the expected benefits from the process of rural homestead circulation. That is, farmers should aim to maintain their basic survival benefits and local governments should maintain social stability and fiscal revenue. With the goal of maximization, homestead users are aiming to obtain the right to use the homestead at a low price and maximize commercial value (Peng et al., 2009).

Several related assumptions

There are two patterns in the aforementioned analysis of rural homestead circulation, namely: the rural homestead circulation pattern of State-dominated and the spontaneous circulation pattern of farmers. The rural homestead circulation pattern of State-dominated is a monopoly market of rural homestead. The participants of the market are the government, farmers and homestead users. The latter mainly occurs between farmers and the other within the collective economic organization, or flows between rural households and citizens. Participants in this pattern are farmers, collectives and homestead users. The market of each pattern can be seen as an independent market.

The average value of residential land per unit area in the market is defined as \(e\) and \(e\) is obviously a constant; the initial cost which farmers obtain is \(Q\). The area of rural homestead of each farmer is \(Q\), the profit of the homestead circulation is \(eQ\), while the unit cost that farmers obtain the new homestead is \(C\), and the total cost is \(C+Q\).

Game analysis on the interests of stakeholders in the spontaneous circulation pattern of rural Homestead

In the spontaneous circulation market of rural homestead, the stakeholders are farmers, homestead users and
collective organizations. In this circulation pattern, the rural homestead is mainly used for building housings, and it is not to change the use of the rural homestead. There is only a game of interest between collective organizations, farmers and homestead users.

**Game analysis on the interests between collective organization and farmers in the spontaneous circulation pattern**

There are two strategies for farmers to choose from: circulation and non-circulation. If there is circulation, homestead users are members of the collective or external citizens and institutional arrangements has a greater impact on it. Assuming that the probability of internal circulation of rural homesteads in the collective is "P", the profit of internal circulation of farmers is "C*Q-A", and the profit of external circulation is "e*Q-A-X" and "X" must pay institutional fees (such as rent, management fees and etc) for farmers in the external circulation. The adjustment fee of circulation is "A" and the intervention cost of collective is "B". The profit which farmers expect to circulate in rural homestead is given as:

\[
E(p) = P(C*Q-A) + (1-P)(e*Q-A-X) = P(C*Q-e*Q + X) + (e*Q-A-X)
\]

The game strategy of collective organization is intervention and non-intervention. According to the previous assumption, it shows that this is complete information of dynamic game between collective organizations (first) and farmers (followed) as shown (Figure 1).

In Figure 1 expected profit from farmers indicates whether the rural homestead is circulated or not and whether the circulation is internal or external. It depends on the comparison of (C*Q-A) and (e*Q-A-X), and especially on the level of cost "X" associated with the institutional rules. From the previous analysis of the game, the collective organization will choose "no intervention" and farmers will choose "circulation", that is, a balanced strategy which the two sides choose is (no intervention and circulation). In the spontaneous circulation pattern, it is completely informational but imperfect dynamic game due to the existence of various institutional constraints. Although the "invisible hand" is playing a role, farmers will get a certain amount of income from the circulation of their homestead, and they may circulate the homestead as quickly as possible. It is impossible for the farmer to obtain the expected benefits from the gains and the prices will often be lower than the real price of rural homestead. Hence, the assets of farmer's homestead will be damaged.

**Game analysis on the interests between homestead users and farmers in the spontaneous circulation pattern**

There are two strategies for farmers: transfer and non-circulation; the income for homestead circulation is "C*Q-A" or "e*Q-A-X". There are two strategies for homestead users:
Table 1: Game Matrix of Payment between farmers and homestead users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Homestead users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Circulation</td>
<td>$C^Q - A$ or $e^Q - A - X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No circulation</td>
<td>$C^Q$ or $e^Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0$, $0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Game analysis of stakeholders in the circulation of rural homestead under government leading.

acceptance and non-acceptance. If they are members of a collective organization, they may pay $C^Q$. If the cost, if they are a member outside the collective organization, the cost is $e^Q$. Table 1 shows the payment matrix between farmers and homestead users, where "C*Q" and $e^Q$ must be greater than "C*Q".

In the game of interests between farmers and homestead users, it can be seen that if "e*Q" is greater than "C*Q" and "X" tends to "0", the farmers will always try to circulate the rural homestead outside the collective organization. Therefore, regardless of the strategies employed by the farmers, homestead users will adopt acceptance strategies. In this game, Nash equilibrium is (circulation and acceptance). On the other hand, it can also be seen that the institutions have a great influence on the circulation of rural homesteads of farmers. If $(C^Q - A)$ is greater than $(e^Q - A - X)$, the farmers eventually choose to circulate their rural homesteads within the collective to reduce the use of cultivated land and to protect the arable land.

Game analysis on the interests of stakeholders in the rural homestead circulation pattern under government leading

The stakeholders involve grass-root governments, farmers and homestead users in the circulation of rural homesteads under government leading. Homestead users have two strategies: obtaining rural homesteads at high or low price. It is determined if the compensation and social security for farmers is reasonable or unreasonable; the grass-root government implements the circulation of farmer's homestead. Therefore, there are two strategic options for homestead circulation: reasonable or unreasonable that the compensation and social security of farmers have. The farmers have two strategic choices according to the government's strategies: satisfied or dissatisfied with the compensation and guarantees. If they are satisfied, they will agree to transfer their homesteads otherwise they will refuse. Figure 2 shows the game analysis of the grass-root
government, farmers and homestead users in the circulation of rural homestead under government leading.

Assuming that the low price for homestead users is $a_1$ and the high price is “$a_2$”. The compensation and guarantee expenses for farmers that the government provides are “$s$”; where “$s_1$” is a reasonable compensation and irrational compensation is “$s_2$”. The circulation cost which government pays for mandatory measures on rural homesteads under unreasonable conditions is “$h$”.

### Game analysis on the interests between government and farmers in the rural homestead circulation pattern under government leading

According to the previous assumptions, there are strategies for the grass-root government: (reasonable and unreasonable compensation); there are strategies for farmers: (acceptable and not-acceptable). The profit of no-circulation for farmers is 0, the profit is “$s_1$” under reasonable conditions, and is “$s_2$” under unreasonable conditions; the profit for basic governments is “$a_2$” under rational conditions and is “$a_2-s_2$” or “$a_2-s_2-h$” under irrational conditions. Table 2 shows the profit matrix between local government and farmers.

The Nash equilibrium of the previous game is “(reasonable and acceptable)”, that is, “($a_2-s_1, s_1$)”. However, the equilibrium has a basic premise that the legitimate rights and interests of rural homesteads for farmers are fully protected by the law, and the grass-root government must resolve the homestead issue by negotiation. However, the grass-root government has a mandatory expropriation right; the circulation of rural homesteads can be achieved through unreasonable compensation and social security. In the case of forced circulation, the equilibrium state can be changed from “($a_2-s_1, s_1$)” to “($a_2-s_2-h, s_2$)”, that is, (irrational and acceptable). If the equilibrium state is unreasonable and unacceptable, farmers may adopt radical measures such as “confrontation” to refuse the circulation of their rural homestead. This balanced state achieved by the mandatory means by the government not only leads to escalate the confrontation, deepen contradictions between farmers and the government, but also will ultimately cause the resettlement system and social security to be invalid measures (Chu et al., 2009). In this game, the government must make “$s_1$” greater than “$S_1$” and make “$s_2$” greater than “($S_2+h$)” in order to obtain maximum benefits. Otherwise, the government will choose a satisfactory equilibrium between the two sides, namely: (reasonably and acceptance).

### Game analysis on the interests between government and homestead users in the circulation of rural homestead under government leading

Figure 2 shows that in the game between the government and homestead users, there is strategy for the homestead user: (low price and high price): the grass-root government has a strategy: (acceptable and not-acceptable). As a “rational” decision-maker, the grass-root government will have a heavy financial burden due to the low-cost circulation of rural homesteads and its profit will be “$a_2$” and they will deny circulating rural homesteads to homestead users at low prices. Hence, homestead users may only obtain homesteads at high prices. Table 3 shows the profit matrix between the grass-root government and homestead users.

From the previous game analysis, in this game, there is only one equilibrium (high price and acceptable), which means that homestead users can obtain rural homesteads at high price. However, based on the maximization of the market interests, homestead users can reach agreement with the grass-root government if “$C*Q$” is greater than “$a_2$”. Therefore, under the premise of maximizing the benefits for homestead users and obtaining high returns for grass-root governments, rural homesteads will be circulated. However, farmers are vulnerable groups, if their homestead property rights cannot be protected and they cannot enjoy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Farmers</th>
<th>Homestead users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Low price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>$a_2-s_1, s_1$</td>
<td>$a_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not reasonable</td>
<td>$a_2-s_2-h, s_2$</td>
<td>$a_2-s_2-h, 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grass-root government</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>$a_2-s_1$ or $a_2-s_2-h, C*Q-a_2$</td>
<td>$-s_1, C*Q-a_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not acceptable</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Game matrix of payment between local governments and farmers.

Table 3: Game matrix of interest gambling payment between the grass-root government and homestead users in homestead circulation.
the value-added of the circulation of their rural homesteads, the relationship between officials and farmers are intense, and the contradictions between officials and farmers are deepened.

Analysis of the final game equilibrium of the circulation of rural homestead under government leading

In the process of the circulation of rural homesteads under government leading, the choice of strategy for grass root governments, farmers and homestead users has a great influence on the final equilibrium. According to the hypothesis of "rational economic man" and under the premise of maximizing their respective interests, the final Nash equilibrium of the three-party game is high price (homestead users)-acceptance (government)- reasonable (grass root government)- circulation (farmers). However, in the process of implementing the circulation of rural homesteads, the choice of strategy often manifests itself by “high price (homestead users) -acceptance (government) -not reasonable (grass root government)-circulation (farmers)”. In the process of upgrading urbanization level in China, there is some rent-seeking behaviors, hence, the circulation of rural homesteads at low price will cause severely losses to farmers for land rights and interests. To a certain extent, it also shows to maximize the benefits among the three parts that farmers are allowed to participate in the market and directly trade with homestead users.

Conclusions and recommendations

The circulation of rural homesteads can achieve the optimal allocation of land resources and redistribution of land benefits through a series of property rights adjustments and trading activities. Based on the game theory, it shows that there are conflicts of interest for the maximization of their respective interests among rural collectives, farmers, homestead users and local governments; it is “land invisible spill-over efficiency”. Its essential causes lie in the inherent defects of property design and governance structure of the rural collective homestead. As a representative of land ownership, the rural grass-root governments (Collective organization and local governments) are liable to expropriate or circulate rural homesteads by any means compulsory. Although farmers have the rights to use rural homesteads, the definition of the subjects of property rights is ambiguous, and there are many drawbacks in the distribution of benefits. In the circulation of rural homesteads, due to the lack of corresponding institution or the existence of rent-seeking behaviors, the assets of rural homesteads for farmers are vulnerable to damage as a vulnerable group.

Under the premise of ensuring the profit of farmers in the circulation of the rural homesteads, the government should take effective measures to ease the contradiction between rural households and rural grass-root governments and homestead users so as to promote the effective circulation of rural homesteads. Based on the results of the game analysis, the following four suggestions are proposed:

1) Establishing and improving the circulation market of rural homesteads, defining the property rights of rural homestead and reconstructing the relationship of the tripartite property rights. The rural homestead, which is freely used as a collective allocation to farmers have a function of welfare protection and is also an important asset of farmers. In the process of industrialization and urbanization, building a house in the rural areas has great pressure on the protection of arable land, where there are strange phenomena about occupying arable land and abandoning rural homesteads. As a way to optimize the allocation of resources, the circulation of rural homesteads can realize the usufruct of rural homestead of farmers (Han, 2008). In order to ultimately realize the rationalized return of rural homesteads, the property rights of rural homesteads are defined, farmers are granted full property rights and the property rights are registered, confirmed and the relationship of property rights is determined between the government, collective organizations and rural households. In establishing the circulation market of rural homesteads, the circulation of rural homesteads will be carried out on the basis of voluntarism and fairness. The government must change its role to strengthen the macro-control, guidance and management of the circulation of rural homesteads in order to ensure the maximization of the interests of stakeholders by the means of land planning, rural planning and the control of land use;

2) Standardizing administrative behaviors of grass-roots government, ensuring the principal status of farmers and protecting the property rights of farmers. Most of the circulations of rural homesteads are government-led, with a strong administrative color. The grass-roots government has become a special subject for the circulation of rural homesteads. There are shortcomings in the homestead property rights system, the corresponding supervision mechanism and the competition in the subjects of the property are lacking in the process of circulation; finally, the rights and interests of farmer homestead assets are severely damaged. It can effectively reduce hidden costs, protect the interests of farmers and promote circulation by regulating the administrative behavior of grass-root government. It is core to standardize the administrative behavior of government that the functions of governments are changed, markets for production factors are cultivated and established, assessments of rural homesteads are established, while public organizations and institutions for public organizations are improved in order to ensure that rural homesteads is circulated to satisfy the main stakeholders under the arrangement of the institution;
3) Strengthening the leading role of rural collective organizations in the circulation of rural homesteads and formulating incentive and restraint mechanisms for the circulation of rural homesteads. To achieve the optimal allocation of resources, it is bound to infringe the interests of related stakeholders. In the circulation process of rural homesteads and in the game of interests between the collective organization and the farmers, the related expenses causes the income of farmers to decrease \((C^*Q-A)\). The effect of collective organizations has a great guiding role in the circulation of rural homesteads, such as intervention and institutional constraints. At present, the rural homestead is not allowed to illegally circulate in the existing homestead system. As a collective organization of homestead ownership, collective organizations play a minor role in the process of circulation; however, there is a lack of appropriate incentive and restraint mechanisms for the circulation of rural homesteads, and there is the phenomenon of the "invisible" market and "illegal trading activities." As such, the management role of collective organizations in the circulation of rural homesteads should be strengthened. Taking the collective organizations as a platform guiding and regulating the circulation of rural homesteads, mastering the circulation flow of rural homesteads, and the collective organizations provide circulation information for farmers in a timely manner, the collective organizations should formulate the circulation incentive and restraint mechanisms (such as reducing the corresponding fees or raising incentives, etc) of rural homesteads according to relevant laws and regulations to ensure that the circulation interest of farmers is maximized, homestead lawful circulation is guided and rural homestead idleness and absurdity is reduced to the minimal;

4) Choosing suitable compensation alternatives to rural homesteads and establishing a perfect and effective rural social security system. The construction of the rural social security system includes the minimum living guarantee, rural pension insurance, medical security and housing projects. It is important to choose a substitute for the circulation compensation of rural homesteads so as to realize the circulation of rural homesteads. There are housing, social security or currency in the substitute for the circulation compensation of rural homesteads. When farmers lose their rural homesteads, on the one hand they are no longer purely peasants and on the other hand, they cannot be acceptable by the city and become marginalized groups in the city, and do not have the same minimum living security as urban residents (Zhang, 2009). It is necessary to do a good job in the circulation of rural homesteads and make them “home ownership”; it is also necessary to establish corresponding rural minimum living security system, rural pension insurance and medical security system and other remedial mechanisms to reduce the dependence on land pension and make farmers live in peace of mind and confidence. Therefore, the local government must establish a social security system including residence, old-age and medical care to ensure social stability after the circulation of farmer’s homesteads, and provide strong guarantees for the long-term livelihood and health of farmers and the problems (life, pensions, medical care and other issues) of the circulation of farmer’s homesteads fundamentally solved.

In a nutshell, regardless of the spontaneous circulation of farmers or government-led, the real subject in the circulation market of rural homesteads should be farmers themselves. Under the conditions of market economy, as micro-economic entities, farmers only maximize their own interests under the conditions of property rights determination. However, under the current status of circulation, to protect the rights and interests of farmers, on the one hand, suitable alternatives for circulation compensation should be chosen, the rural social security system should be established and improved and the legitimate rights and livelihood security of farmers should be protected; on the other hand, the circulation market of rural homesteads should be standardized to realize the property income of farmers’ homesteads. By reforming the rural homestead system and the household registration system, the gap between urban and rural areas should be narrowed down, and a land market with "the same land, the same rights and same price"should be established. At the same time, the functions of grass-root organizations in the circulation of rural homesteads should be strengthened in order to achieve the conversion from implementing agencies and control departments to service departments (Li, 2003) to eliminate various rent-seeking behaviors during the process of circulation. Under the guidance and management of grassroots organizations, corresponding incentives and restraint mechanisms should be formulated to ensure the direction of the circulation of rural homesteads and realization of the property right of the farmer’s homestead.
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